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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. Trials of the First Moon is a martial arts-meets-fantasy genre role-
playing gamebook complete with illustrations. The 250 page, 91,000 word adventure includes
character sheets, random number table, combat results table, bestiary, glossary, FAQs, 500
numbered sections and excellent replay potential. Trials of the First Moon is the first of a lengthy
saga planned by the author. Introduction . . . You are Tsai (pronounced /tsaI/ and rhyming with sky
), a promising young Shinte warrior preparing for your black-sash examinations. You are anxious
about undertaking these trials, but know the time is right-these trials are scheduled only once each
spring by your Shinte elders for those students, deemed ready to meet the challenge. To miss this
opportunity means waiting another year and losing out on thirteen moons time training in more
advanced and exciting-though challenging-Shinte curriculum. The First Moon is now waxing over
the monasteries clustered in the north of Escrinn, the young and growing kingdom situated in the
southeast of the world of Shanoong in which you were born and reared. It is the dawn of springtime
in this realm, and...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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